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Abstract 
Graphical user interfaces greatly enhanced usability of computer systems over older text-based 
systems. Unfortunately, blind users gain very little from the benefits of these graphical user 
interfaces (GUIs). Past research has looked at communicating graphical information to blind 
computer users through other channels such as haptic or auditory senses. In this report, I provide 
an overview of research on haptic devices, namely force feedback and tactile graphic displays 
and point to a few areas of usability research on tactile graphic displays. 
 
1. Introduction 
Graphical computer interfaces enhance usability of computer systems by reducing the need for 
memorizing commands and locations of programs and files. Commands are executed as simple 
interactions such as mouse click with graphical elements e.g., buttons and icons. Also, one can 
find files and organize them based on their location on a computer desktop or folders. Other 
graphical representations such as graphs, maps, various images and games are also heavily used 
in computers and on Internet. These representations are important in many aspects including 
reading and understanding scientific materials, way finding, and entertainment. 
Unfortunately, graphical information is not easily accessible to blind users. In real world, blind 
users access graphical information using tactile graphic images which are made of physical 
materials such as thermoformed plastic and microcapsule paper[1]. The layout and components 
of an image are raised from the surface so that it can be felt by touch. However, making physical 
tactile graphics is expensive, time consuming, and results in bulky materials which deteriorates 
with use. Moreover, they are not suitable for dynamic and interactive contexts such as computer 
programs.  
To work with computers, blind users usually exploit accessibility software programs called 
screen readers together with synthetic speech and/or Braille displays[2]. Screen readers are 
software programs that attempt to identify and interpret information on the screen, and convert it 
into words for audio or a Braille output. Specialized hardware such as Braille displays and 
keyboards are especially used by deaf-blind users who need to rely on their sense of touch. 
However, screen readers with audio or a Braille displays can only convey information in the 
form of words or text[3]. Examples are communicating content of a text document, messages on 
a dialogue box, labels of UI elements, and describing an image in words. Thus, graphical 
information and their spatial layout are somewhat lost for blind users. 
Although blind users commonly use auditory output to build a mental map of the UI elements 
and their spatial layout or to read images[2], [4], in this report I focus on more recent research on 
haptic approaches for conveying graphical information. After reviewing the two major categories 
of haptic devices, namely force feedback and tactile devices, I conclude by pointing to a few 
areas of usability research on tactile devices.  
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2. Haptic Devices for Graphical User Interfaces 

2.1. Force Feedback Devices 
Force feedback devices are based on our kinesthetic sense and can apply force to a user’s hand. 
Being point-interaction devices, they model a user as a single (infinitesimal) point in the virtual 
world. The force is determined based on the distance of this point from all objects in that world 
and is the sum of the force from each object[3]. The best-known force feedback devices are 
PHANToM, force feedback computer mice such as FEELit mouse, and Joysticks. Both 
PHANToM and a Joystick have three degrees of freedom and thus can be used for navigation in 
a 3 dimensional space. FEELit mouse is a 2 dimensional device made by Immersion Co. as a 
mass market product. It has smaller work area and can apply less force compared to the two 
other devices. 
One problem with point-interaction devices is that objects exert no force when the user is not in 
contact with them. Thus, navigating the interface and finding UI elements is difficult[5]. 
Sjöström proposes a set of search tools to feel objects from a distance such as a magnet that pulls 
the user towards the closest object or a cross that makes the user feel when he/she is lined up 
with an object horizontally or vertically[4], [5].  
2.2. Tactile Devices 
Tactile devices are inspired from physical tactile graphics images. These devices display 
contours of an image or its components by raising pins or stimulating users’ skin for example 
with vibration. Tactile devices can be divided into two general categories: Static refreshable 
tactile displays (large-area displays), and dynamic refereshable tactile displays (virtual 
screens)[2]. 

2.2.1 Static Refreshable Tactile Graphic Displays (Large Area Displays) 
These displays are usually made of a large tactile area which deforms or somehow stimulates the 
skin to display graphical information. The most common type of these displays use a large 
number of actuated pins in a surface which are raised to form an image. Some devices allow a 
range of pin heights e.g., 0 to 10 mm, to provide more information to users. These devices vary 
in their resolution, size, refreshing time, and their underlying technology. Vidal-Verdu and Hafez 
provides the ideal specifications for these displays alongside the specification for the devices 
reported in the literature[2]. Most notably, the ideal resolution for these displays is 1 dot/mm2 
following the static resolution of the skin. The refreshing time required for these displays is in 
the order of 10 to 15 seconds since users usually need about a few minutes to explore the 
interface before taking an action.  
These devices closely resemble physical tactile graphic images and have been successful in 
conveying graphical information such as maps and graphs. However, the main drawbacks of 
these devices are their cost. An ideal 32 cm*24 cm display with 1 dot/mm2 resolution needs 
76,800 dots which would cost around $300,000. The high price of these displays is due to the 
cost of actuators themselves and their assembly into an array. Another downside of these 
displays is high power consumption due to the high number of pins. Latching mechanisms have 
been proposed in the literature to lower their power requirements[2].   
Some prominent examples of pinmatrix devices are Metec’s DMD 120060, the Dot View Series 
from KGS, the NIST display, and Handytech’s GWP, ranging from ranging from 24×16 up to 
120×60 pins size[2]. BrailleDis9000 is a recent static refreshable tactile graphic display with 
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multitouch sensitivity and complementary voice output[6]–[8]. The display is composed of a 
matrix of 60 rows and 120 columns of pins (a total of 7200 pins) driven by piezoelectric 
actuators. The device uses proprietary software called ‘HyperReader’ which extends the 
capabilities of existing screen readers to deal with graphics and also handles direct manipulation 
on the surface with touch gestures[6]. BrailleDis9000 is part of the hyperbraille project across 
several German universities[8].  

2.2.2. Dynamic Refreshable Tactile Graphic Displays (Virtual Screens) 
Dynamic displays have a smaller tactile area usually configured on a pointer device such as a 
computer mouse[1], [2]. As a user moves the mouse, the tactile area updates to display the new 
content. Thus, they give the user the impression of moving his/her hand over a large tactile 
screen. Accordingly, these displays are also known as virtual screens. Because of their fewer 
pins, these displays have lower cost and power consumption. However, they require higher pin 
update rate or dynamic response, at least 30–50 Hz. To achieve that dynamic response, many 
prototypes use piezoelectric actuator technology[2]. In addition, to account for the low force 
exerted by piezoelectric actuators, many of these dynamic displays are active (rather than 
passive) i.e., they use vibrations usually from few hertz to 250 Hz instead of static pin 
movements. Vidal-Verdu and Hafez provide the ideal configuration for a dynamic display with 
the configurations of the devices reported in the literature[2]. 
The main drawbacks of dynamic displays are: 1) higher cognitive load, 2) skin adaptation after a 
period of use, and 3) lack of friction sensation. First, these displays usually provide a small 
window for users to inspect an image; they only have tactile areas for one to three fingers. Also, 
users cannot use both hands to explore the image. Compared to static refreshable displays, 
dynamic devices impose higher memory demand on users. Users tend to need more training, are 
slower in reading and show greater individual differences in performance[9]. Second, the 
stimulus tends to dull the sense of touch. The phenomenon is called adaptation and happens in 
seconds with static stimuli (pin deformation) and in minutes with vibrotactile and electrotactile 
stimulation[10]. The applications developed for these displays need to account for the required 
recovery time. Finally, these displays lack the friction sensation caused by hand movements on 
larger area displays. Past work found the friction sensation helpful in reading and proposed some 
mechanisms for simulating the friction on these devices[11]. OPTACON[12] is the best known 
dynamic refreshable tactile display which directly converts graphical information captured by a 
camera into tactile output. 
Unfortunately, the abovementioned tactile devices mostly exist as research prototypes and are 
not available in the market. For static refreshable displays, the largest barrier is their high 
production cost. Both static and dynamic devices need software applications specifically 
developed for them[13]. To date, very few applications exist for these devices which do not 
justify their cost for blind users. Basic applications are developed for the Hyperbraille project 
including Internet browser, office applications such as Word and PowerPoint, simple drawing 
application and computer games such as Solitaire (see hyperbraille.com for example videos). 
[13], [14].  

2.3 Usability Research on Tactile Graphic Devices 

Three ongoing areas of usability research on tactile graphic devices include: 1) Touch surfaces 
and gestures, 2) Haptic UI elements, 3) Adaptive level of detail 
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1. Touch Surfaces and Gestures: Touch surfaces allow for more controlled and intuitive 
interactions with objects on a computer screen. These surfaces are even more beneficial to blind 
users who typically use their hand for both input and output on computer devices. Their 
interactions require frequent hand movement between a keyboard and a tactile display e.g., 
Braille display, resulting in lower performance and losing their hand position and context. A 
touch sensitive display allows blind users to directly interact with interface element with minimal 
hand movements. To my knowledge, BrailleDisc9000 in Hyperbraille project is the only touch 
sensitive tactile graphic display to date. Gestural interaction with the device have been explored 
and tested including gestures such as zooming and panning, and gestures for a drawing 
application[6], [15]. 

2. UI Elements: Another area of usability research explores appropriate UI elements such as 
buttons and scrollbars for haptic devices. Researchers need to consider specific characteristics of 
touch, such as its lower acuity and slower processing compared to vision, and appropriate GUI 
elements accordingly. As an example, interaction possibilities with a GUI element, e.g., a button, 
may not be clear from the layout of the button. A set of tactile widgets has been examined and 
utilized in HyperBraille project[6], [13]. As another example, Sjöström point to the difficulty of 
using list menus for blind users and propose a radial menu for these users[4], [5]. Finally, 
Prescher et al. propose multiple areas or regions to provide various types of information e.g., 
layout or formatting[6], [7]. Multiple areas allow for bi-manual exploration, and rapid 
information extraction by users. 

3. Adaptive Level of Detail: Finally, research studies explore means of providing information in 
different levels of detail to blind users which help with faster processing and reduced fatigue for 
users and lower the required refresh rate for tactile devices. For large area displays, having 
multiple areas and stroking over the whole area provide means of skimming the content[2], [6]. 
For dynamic devices with small tactile area, past research has examined usability of manual or 
automatic toggle between different levels of detail[1]. 

Summary 

This report presents a summary of haptic approaches for displaying graphical information to 
blind computer users. Force feedback devices convey graphical information by applying force to 
users’ hands. Tactile devices usually display the contours and component of an image by 
deforming or vibrating a number of pins. These devices are divided into two categories of static 
refreshable displays and dynamic refreshable displays based on the size of tactile area and their 
required refresh rate. Most tactile devices are developed for research purposes. Ongoing research 
in the area investigates better technology for these devices which can address the cost, refresh 
rate, and power consumption issues and provide richer feedback. On the application side, few 
applications exist for these devices to date. Recent research efforts have explored the usability of 
the tactile interfaces, possibility of touch interaction and appropriate UI elements. 
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